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There is also the matter of uncovering just how good Minit to Stardom is, something Stall will get a hard read on against
the likes of grade 1 winner Separationofpowers and morning-line.

He was primarily of English descent, with smaller amounts of German, Irish, Scottish, and Welsh ancestry. He
also claimed that his father was part Native American , while his mother belonged to "a line of original settlers
that could be traced back to the Mayflower. According to Michael DeAngelis, she was "the only person
capable of understanding him". She died of uterine cancer when Dean was nine years old. In his adolescence,
Dean sought the counsel and friendship of a local Methodist pastor, the Rev. James DeWeerd, who seems to
have had a formative influence upon Dean, especially upon his future interests in bullfighting , car racing, and
theater. Harbin, Dean had "an intimate relationship with his pastor, which began in his senior year of high
school and endured for many years". He played on the baseball and varsity basketball teams, studied drama,
and competed in public speaking through the Indiana High School Forensic Association. After graduating
from Fairmount High School in May , [15] he moved back to California with his dog, Max, to live with his
father and stepmother. He transferred to UCLA for one semester [16] and changed his major to drama, [17]
which resulted in estrangement from his father. He pledged the Sigma Nu fraternity but was never initiated.
Dean worked at the widely filmed Iverson Movie Ranch in the Chatsworth area of Los Angeles during
production of the program, for which a replica of the tomb of Jesus was built on location at the ranch. Dean
subsequently obtained three walk-on roles in movies: There, he worked as a stunt tester for the game show
Beat the Clock , but was subsequently fired for allegedly performing the tasks too quickly. Very few get into it
It is the best thing that can happen to an actor. I am one of the youngest to belong. This summer program was
also notable for featuring the song " Crazy Man, Crazy ", one of the first dramatic TV programs to feature
rock and roll. The lengthy novel deals with the story of the Trask and Hamilton families over the course of
three generations, focusing especially on the lives of the latter two generations in Salinas Valley , California,
from the midth century through the s. In contrast to the book, the film script focused on the last portion of the
story, predominantly with the character of Cal. Though he initially seems more aloof and emotionally troubled
than his twin brother Aron, Cal is soon seen to be more worldly, business savvy, and even sagacious than their
pious and constantly disapproving father played by Raymond Massey who seeks to invent a vegetable
refrigeration process. Dean met with Steinbeck, who did not like the moody, complex young man personally,
but thought him to be perfect for the part. Instead of running away from his father as the script called for, Dean
instinctively turned to Massey and in a gesture of extreme emotion, lunged forward and grabbed him in a full
embrace, crying. Both characters are angst-ridden protagonists and misunderstood outcasts, desperately
craving approval from their fathers. East of Eden was the only film starring Dean that he would see released in
his lifetime. The film has been cited as an accurate representation of teenage angst. Due to his desire to make
the scene more realistic by actually being inebriated for the take, Dean mumbled so much that director George
Stevens decided the scene had to be overdubbed by Nick Adams , who had a small role in the film, because
Dean had died before the film was edited. Dean received his second posthumous Best Actor Academy Award
nomination for his role in Giant at the 29th Academy Awards in for films released in Bast and Dean often
double-dated with them. He grabbed the fellow by the collar and threatened to blacken both of his eyes," she
said. We used to go together to the California coast and stay there secretly in a cottage on a beach far away
from prying eyes. We would talk about ourselves and our problems, about the movies and acting, about life
and life after death. We had a complete understanding of each other. We were like Romeo and Juliet , together
and inseparable. Sometimes on the beach we loved each other so much we just wanted to walk together into
the sea holding hands because we knew then that we would always be together. Kazan has been quoted saying
about Dean, "He always had uncertain relations with girlfriends. Her mother said that such behavior was not
acceptable in Italy. In addition, Warner Bros. The press was shocked and Dean expressed his irritation. Gossip
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columnists reported that Dean watched the wedding from across the road on his motorcycle, even gunning the
engine during the ceremony, although Dean later denied doing anything so "dumb. Dean biographer John
Howlett said these read like wishful fantasies, [59] as Bast claims them to be. Dean was crying and allegedly
told Hyams she was pregnant, with Hyams concluding that Dean believed the child might be his. Angeli, who
divorced Damone and then her second husband, the Italian film composer Armando Trovajoli , was said by
friends in the last years of her life to claim that Dean was the love of her life. She died from an overdose of
barbiturates in , at the age of It was shot on location "where he lived and loved" until his death. It was the first
love for both of us. Dean also dated Swiss actress Ursula Andress. She was also seen with Dean in his sports
cars, and was with him on the day he bought the car that he died in.
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Stardom: Hollywood was released in February and uses the freemium business model. Although the game is free to
play, players can use their iTunes or Google Play accounts to make in-game purchases of game currency to buy special
items or to make the gameplay easier.

Jackson Maine Cooper , a famous singer and infamous alcoholic, sees Ally Gaga perform at a drag bar and is
immediately captivated by her. In a whirlwind romance, Jackson aka Jack takes Ally on tour with him and
they sing together. Feeling like a burden, Jack kills himself. Each version is reflective of the time it was made.
While the suicide rate has gone up in recent years and the mental health system is far from perfect, modern
conversations around substance abuse and mental health highlight that there is hope out there for those who
are struggling. Hopelessness is one of the strongest signs of suicide risk. In a study that looked at suicide notes
from those who attempted and those who died, both groups showed high amounts of feeling like a burden,
though those who died included more detail about their feelings. Like many who attempt or die by suicide,
Jack sees his situation as hopeless. While Jack clearly feels hopeless, those feelings can be transferred to
audience members and may be especially difficult for those vulnerable to suicide. I would advise if anyone
feels hopeless or like a burden that they skip this movie until they feel stable. Showing suicide methods or
giving graphic details can be dangerous for vulnerable viewers like those who live with suicidal ideation. It is
common for those contemplating suicide to envision a plan or what the scene will look like for the person who
finds his or her body. This is called a suicide flash-forward and can be a particularly dangerous form of
suicidal ideation. The current film could have diverted from its previous versions to instill hope. Suicide risk
drastically reduces when people feel hopeful. If Jack was given more professional mental health support, he
may have gotten to a place that felt hopeful. More supports would have allowed for an honest conversation
about his feelings of worthlessness. This dialogue was with a mental health professional, who should have
paid more attention to the meaning behind this conversation. Knowing from personal experience, it is
incredibly hard to open up about suicidal thoughts. Watching a mental health professional laugh about a
suicide attempt is not reassuring. Suicide could have stayed a part of the story. The movie could have made
Jack a suicide attempt survivor instead. Many suicide attempt survivors say they felt regret after their attempt ,
and they realize how suicide was the wrong choice. If Jack had attempted, the movie could have addressed the
aftermath of an attempt, which could include dialogue about worthlessness and hopelessness. We could have
seen Jack finally getting better and the duo singing together just like their story began. If, for some reason,
Jack had to die by suicide, there are ways the film could have addressed hopelessness and feeling like a
burden. This could have been done while Jack was in rehab or in conversations with Ally or his brother. Even
with these conversations, Jack may still have died. The difference is, he would have had a chance. Many
people who see this movie will relate to Jack. Resources If you or someone you know needs help, visit our
suicide prevention resources. Find this story helpful? Share it with someone you care about.
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E ven with these conversations, Jack may still have died. The difference is, he would have had a chance. The difference
is, he would have had a chance. Many people who see this movie will relate to Jack.

Andrews discovered her true parentage from her mother in , [7] [8] although it was not publicly disclosed until
her autobiography. Barbara to Ted Andrews, in , [10] and Ted Wells, in , [11] to Winifred Maud Hyde
Birkhead, a war widow and former hairstylist working a lathe at a war work factory that employed them both
in Hinchley Wood , Surrey. Andrews lived briefly with Ted Wells and her brother John [13] in Surrey.
According to her autobiography Home, while Julie had been used to calling Ted Andrews "Uncle Ted", her
mother suggested it would be more appropriate to refer to her stepfather as "Pop", while her father remained
"Dad" or "Daddy" to her. Julie disliked this change. The Andrews family was "very poor and we lived in a bad
slum area of London," Andrews recalled, adding, "That was a very black period in my life. She would stand
on a beer crate to sing into the microphone, sometimes a solo or as a duet with her stepfather, while her mother
played piano. Andrews made her professional solo debut at the London Hippodrome singing the difficult aria
"Je suis Titania" from Mignon as part of a musical revue called "Starlight Roof" on 22 October She played the
Hippodrome for one year. I was fortunate in that I absolutely stopped the show cold. I mean, the audience
went crazy. She also appeared on provincial stages in Jack and the Beanstalk and Little Red Riding Hood , as
well as starring as the lead role in Cinderella. Only a black-and-white kinescope remains, which has been
released on DVD. Andrews was nominated for an Emmy Award for her performance. However, because film
studio head Jack L. Warner decided Andrews lacked sufficient name recognition for her casting in the film
version of My Fair Lady , Eliza was instead played by the established film actress Audrey Hepburn. As
Warner later recalled, the decision was easy, "In my business, I have to know who brings people and their
money to a cinema box office. Audrey Hepburn had never made a financial flop. Walt Disney had seen her
performance as Queen Guinevere and thought she would be perfect for the role of the British nanny who is
"practically perfect in every way! As a measure of "sweet revenge," as Poppins songwriter Richard M.
Sherman put it, Andrews closed her acceptance speech at the Golden Globes by saying, "And, finally, my
thanks to a man who made a wonderful movie and who made all this possible in the first place, Mr. A
comedy-drama war film set in London during World War II, Andrews has described it as her favourite film, a
sentiment shared by her co-star Garner. It was also the biggest hit in the history of 20th Century Fox. In ,
Andrews starred in Hawaii , the second highest-grossing film of its year. The following year, she played the
title character in Thoroughly Modern Millie , for which she received a Golden Globe nomination. At the time,
Thoroughly Modern Millie and Torn Curtain were the biggest and second biggest hits in Universal Pictures
history, respectively. The show won seven Emmy Awards but was cancelled after one season. Between and ,
Andrews continued her association with ABC by headlining five variety specials for the network. She
guest-starred on The Muppet Show in , [42] and the following year, she appeared again with the Muppets on a
CBS television variety special. The programme, Julie Andrews: One Step Into Spring, aired in March , to
mixed reviews and mediocre ratings. She made only two other films in the s, The Tamarind Seed and 10 Later
that year, she starred in the film Little Miss Marker. Two years later, she was reunited for the third time with
Carol Burnett for a variety special which aired on ABC in December Andrews was named a Disney Legend
within the year. In the summer of , Andrews starred in her first television sitcom, the short-lived Julie aired on
ABC for only seven episodes and co-starred James Farentino. It was her first appearance in a Broadway show
in 35 years. Opening on Broadway on 25 October at the Marquis Theatre , it later went on the road for a world
tour. When she was the only Tony Award nominee for the production, she declined the nomination saying that
she could not accept because she felt the entire production was snubbed. In she filed a malpractice suit against
the doctors at Mount Sinai Hospital, including Scott Kessler and Jeffrey Libin, who had operated on her
throat. Her famous, four-octave soprano was then reduced to a fragile alto â€” she was quoted at the time as
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saying "I can sing the hell out of " Old Man River. Zeitels , director of the Massachusetts General Hospital
MGH Center for Laryngeal Surgery and Voice Rehabilitation, operated on her four times and while able to
improve her speaking voice, was unable to restore her singing. In , she appeared in a stage production of Dr.
The same year, she reunited with Sound of Music co-star Christopher Plummer in a live television
performance of On Golden Pond an adaptation of the play. In The Princess Diaries 2, Andrews sang on film
for the first time since having throat surgery. I looked around and I saw grips with tears in their eyes. Her
production, which featured costume and scenic design by her former husband Tony Walton, was remounted at
the Goodspeed Opera House in and went on a national tour in Later, in , she narrated Enchanted , a live-action
Disney musical comedy that both poked fun at and paid homage to classic Disney films such as Mary Poppins.
On May 1, , Disneyland debuted a new fireworks show, Remember A Memoir of My Early Years , which she
characterised as "part one" of her autobiography, on 1 April These were her first public singing performances
in a dozen years, due to her failed vocal cord surgery. The evening, though well received by the 20, fans
present, who gave her standing ovation after standing ovation, [67] did not convince the critics. The series
premiered on Netflix in They had first met in when Andrews was appearing at the London Casino in the show
Humpty Dumpty. When a young Andrews was taken by her parents to be examined by a throat specialist , the
doctor concluded that she had "an almost adult larynx. At the time, Andrews described her own voice as
"extremely high and thin", feeling that it lacked "the necessary guts and weight for opera", preferring musical
theatre instead. As Andrews aged, so did her voice, which began to naturally deepen. Losing her vast upper
register, her "top notes" became increasingly difficult to sing while "her middle register matured into the warm
golden tone" for which she has become known, according to Tim Wong of The Daily Telegraph. She cited this
as yet another reason for avoiding opera.
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The new Disney era of "Star Wars" is well known at this point for its incessant nods to old "Star Wars" movies, and
"Solo: A Star Wars Story" is the most referential of these movies yet.

Share "After Star Wars was released, it became apparent that my storyâ€”however many films it took to
tellâ€”was only one of thousands that could be told about the characters who inhabit its galaxy. But these were
not stories that I was destined to tell. Instead, they would spring from the imagination of other writers, inspired
by the glimpse of a galaxy that Star Wars provided. Today, it is an amazing, if unexpected, legacy of Star
Wars that so many gifted writers are contributing new stories to the Saga. The Clone Wars , created before
April 25 , It is derived from and includes most official Star Warsâ€”related books , comic books , video
games , spin-off films , television series , toys , and other media created before the date. This material expands
and continues the stories told in the films, taking place anywhere from over 36, years before The Phantom
Menace to years after Return of the Jedi. The issue of which aspects are canon was one of the most hotly
debated topics among fans. On April 25 , , Lucasfilm Ltd. The Clone Wars television series and film, and all
future material from that point onward. Though past elements of the Expanded Universe have been declared
non-canon as a whole, they remain a resource for future Star Wars material to reference, thus bringing these
elements into the new continuity as canon. The Old Republic , along with short stories published at the Star
Wars blog. The Expanded Universe had a continuity with few wrinkles. The general rule was that nothing in
the Expanded Universe was allowed to contradict any other part of the Expanded Universe or the films. The
films, however, do slightly contradict the Expanded Universe on occasion, and retcons were created in the
Expanded Universe to fix these contradictions. In the absence of such ad hoc solutions, the EU is considered
incorrect only on the particular points of contradiction. The Expanded Universe is actually older than the films
themselves, as the novelization of the original film was published six months before the film was released. In
in-universe chronology, the earliest works are the Dawn of the Jedi comics, which are set millennia before the
films, while the latest are the Legacy comics, which are set about one hundred and thirty years after Return of
the Jedi. Contents [ show ] History "The premise of all the comic books, novels, games, and other spin-off
works is that they all work chronologically, that the continuity forms one unbroken story. Technically, George
Lucas has been doing continuity all along by mapping out the nine films. Splinter drew inspiration primarily
from an early draft of the Star Wars script. Foster was given a copy of the working script and a tour of the
production. Development "Over the years, many artists and designers have contributed to the articulation of
the various universes of Lucasfilm. Some of these creatures have made it into film, while others, because of
the way stories unravel, have not so far. But this does not mean they do not exist. For once something is
created, no matter what the context, it takes on a life of its own. A turning point was reached when West End
Games began publishing the Star Wars roleplaying game in In order for players of the roleplaying game to
create new adventures, West End Games needed to provide supplemental material describing the Star Wars
universe in previously unknown detail and to make it self-consistent and coherent. As an example, the
Aurebesh alphabet was originally a random piece of set dressing used in Return of the Jedi. Stephen Crane
copied those symbols and turned them into a complete and workable alphabet which would later be used in the
prequel trilogy. Around the same time, Dark Horse Comics acquired the Star Wars license previously owned
by Marvel and used it to launch a number of ambitious sequels to the original trilogy which began with the
popular Dark Empire series. All this development began to feed back and reference itself and create
cross-connections. Sequels to the novels were being published as comics and vice versa, and the scope of the
Expanded Universe grew at a prodigious rate. At that point, the bulk of the Expanded Universe has detailed
the Star Wars universe after the end of Return of the Jedi, as numerous topics, including the rise of the
Galactic Empire, the personal histories of Anakin Skywalker and Emperor Palpatine , and the Clone Wars had
been declared off-limits by George Lucas prior to the development of his prequel trilogy and related material.
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The release of Episode I, however, threw open the gates to new possibilities. Heir to the Empire Legends
cover Since The Phantom Menace was set in a time of peace, it was hard to invent any kind of threat for the
heroes to fight against. Attack of the Clones , on the other hand, introduced another fresh conflictâ€”one
which fans had wanted to see for twenty-five years. Aside from being explored in comics and novels, the
Clone Wars were given their own animated series, Star Wars: Clone Wars , which led up to the release of
Revenge of the Sith. Clone Wars, many battles throughout the galaxy are seen, with the Force shown
seemingly to its full extent in feats such as Mace Windu destroying a whole droid army. The second season of
the series concludes by introducing the newest villain, General Grievous , an important character in Revenge
of the Sith. Grievous was also a main player in episodes 21â€”25, released in and leading directly to Revenge
of the Sith. Following the release of Revenge of the Sith, events between the two trilogies were elaborated
upon, such as the Great Jedi Purge. In addition to adding new possibilities, the prequel trilogy contradicted a
number of statements involving the Clone Wars in existing novels. This was since retconned by explaining
that the dates were given using alternate calendars. Legends On April 25 , , Lucasfilm announced that the
Expanded Universe was being reorganized under the new non-canon "Star Wars Legends" banner to make
way for a new line of continuity, led by principal projects Star Wars Rebels and the Star Wars sequel trilogy ,
to take shape. Certain previously published Expanded Universe material remained in print as Legends stories.
Lockdown , Lost Tribe of the Sith: The Collected Stories , and the Star Wars: While new material released on
or after April 25, is generally considered canon, a certain amount of new material has continued to be released
under the Star Wars Legends brand. This has included such material as the concluding comics in the Star Wars
comic series by Dark Horse Comics and the final issues of the series Star Wars: Legacy Volume 2 [5] the Star
Wars: As of , the only Legends media still being released includes the game Star Wars: The Old Republic with
its constant updates and expansions, as well as tie-in short stories being occasionally published online in the
Star Wars blog. Story eras See also: They struggle to retain balance in the Force, and come into conflict with
the marauding Rakata species. In this era, the Jedi are numerous, and serve as guardians of peace and justice.
The Tales of the Jedi comics series takes place in this era, chronicling the immense wars fought by the Jedi of
old, and the ancient Sith. The light spacetrooper is one of the many Legends characters of the Galactic Empire.
In the waning years of the Republic, the senate was rife with corruption and scandal, and saddled with a
bureaucracy so immense that effective governing was nearly impossible. The ambitious Senator Palpatine
caused himself to be elected Supreme Chancellor, and promised to reunite the galaxy under a New Order. The
prequel trilogy takes place during this era. Cells of Rebellion fight back, and the Galactic Civil War begins.
This era begins with the Rebel victory that secured the Death Star plans, and ends a year after the death of the
Emperor high over the forest moon of Endor. The Rebellion starts to reform itself into a body of government,
first as the Alliance of Free Planets, and later the New Republic. The original trilogy takes place during this
era. As Imperial territory is reclaimed, the New Republic suffers growing pains, having to fend off
insurrections, Imperial loyalists, and wayward warlords. Also, Luke Skywalker, the last of the Jedi, begins
training apprentices, rebuilding the Jedi order. The New Republic has signed a peace treaty with what little
remains of the Empire. The galaxy is finally enjoying a peaceful respite from decades of war. Five years later
the galaxy goes through the events of The Dark Nest Trilogy. The novels detail how Luke Skywalker and his
New Jedi Order confront the mysterious insectoid Killiks, who are a hive-minded species intent on conquering
the galaxy. But many threats from inside are joined by a danger that comes from the remains of the dark side.
The new Jedi order created by Luke Skywalker faces a new era as the heirs of the Skywalker legacy grow up.
The Legacy era continues hundreds of years later in a series of comics that debuted in June entitled Star Wars:
Some windows are a bit foggier than others. Some are decidedly abstract. But each contains a nugget of truth
to them.
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Mrs. Black, who rose to the height of Hollywood stardom as a precocious little girl in the s, returned to the spotlight in the
surprising role of a diplomat in the s.

We need the marquee at the famed Apollo Theater we found to -- -- taking a walk to overcome drive home to
Brooklyn. Music is great -- Harlan nearly every person -- spoke to the breaking news shortly after it broke. He
knew what had happened and could help heal some. The very fact that -- -- Israel definitely sure lose you
Stellent. Kind of makes you think and you know reflects. About you know what happens you know what
could have -- somebody. You know the -- the scandals I think if you will overlook dad and turner road. The
good that they had an impact they had -- everybody else. Outweighs at all this. A lot of emotional reaction
here in fact he Apollo Theater hosts a music -- -- every Saturday night. News thank you Amy thank you rather
Jamie Whitney Houston grew up of course in the Newark area tonight members of her childhood church are
reacting to her death. Obviously -- and expressed. And two respect him. A prayer service in honor of Whitney
Houston will be held at new hope Baptist Church tomorrow morning beginning at 6: Face to face she was one
of the most beautiful women I have ever met. With a voice like -- -- She had the police have been until with
the sound all her own hands so much -- Whitney Houston sold an astonishing And yet she guided shell of a
younger and -- beautiful -- Ravaged by use of -- of the talk show host Larry King described this way. It was
his party and I was it does have been a stable. We do Houston grew up that he star engine blew up in show
business the daughter of -- -- Houston and then each of beyond war. And she still holds the record for the most
number one songs from a single out. A performance at the Super Bowl captivated an entire nation. In the body
-- -- opposite Kevin Costner promised to open new vistas for Houston in But that same year she married
singer Bobby -- They of fourteen years together led to tabloid headlines and persistent reports of drug abuse
by the couple. Asked about these rumors by Diane Sawyer in But fans will always remember her unique
combination of beauty and talent. And a voice for the ages. The voice of a generation passes away at age A
Look Back Now Playing: Initial Police Information Now Playing: Trump faces backlash for response to
California fires Now Playing: California firefighters brace for worsening conditions as fires rage on Now
Playing: Statewide recount underway in Florida as other races hang in the balance Now Playing: Strong
winds, heat fuel California fires Now Playing: California fire official describes historic wildfires from the
front lines Now Playing: How young girl thwarted a possible kidnapping Now Playing: What to know about
the new cholesterol guidelines for heart health Now Playing: Tell us what you want, what you really, really,
want! Spice Girls are back on tour Now Playing: Celebs use social media to ask for help with California fires
Now Playing: Michelle Obama surprises a dance class at her former high school Now Playing: What the
devastation in California looks like from above Now Playing: Amazon Echo may provide answers in double
murder case Now Playing:
Chapter 6 : Bruce Lee Still Kicks High - CBS News
Jaiswal almost instantly gained online fame after his pronunciation of iridocyclitis was captured by a popular Vine
account in , and spread throughout the platform like fire.

Chapter 7 : Why did Rita Hayworth never achieved the international stardom Marilyn Monroe did.
Star vs. The Forces of Evil - Battle of Mewni This is the most saddest scene in the show so far.. ;(Follow me on Twitter
@kittenwispy I do not OWN anything, all rights goes to Disney XD.

Chapter 8 : Tap Dance Legend Ann Miller Dies - CBS News
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Ann Miller, the raven-haired, long-legged actress and dancer whose machine-gun taps won her stardom during the
golden age of movie musicals, died Thursday of lung cancer. She was Miller died.

Chapter 9 : Stars react on social media to the death of Joe Jackson - AOL Entertainment
The legend: This remake of A Star Is Born is Bradley Cooper's directorial debut, but there were lots of other ways this
movie could have gone. At one point, Clint Eastwood was supposed to direct.
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